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Jersey Innovative Services LLC 

Employee HANDBOOK 
 

 

 

 

Jersey Innovative Services LLC, also known as JIS, business address of 2360 Lakewood Road, #3-256, Toms 

River, New Jersey 08755 offers this Employee Handbook to: 

  
and 

 

 Full name                                                                                          Email 

 

residing at  
 

                               Residential Address 
 

This Handbook is a reference tool to assist the employee in better understanding what is expected of you and 

your upcoming employment relationship with JIS. Upon hire, you are an “at will” employment as New Jersey is 

an “at will” employment state. This agreement is not intended to create, nor is it to be construed as a contract 

with a definitive term of employment. The employment relationship between JIS and you is “at-will,” and thus, 

may be terminated by you or JIS at any time for any or no reason, with or without cause and without notice. 

 

1. EMPLOYEE. Employee works as clinical or support services for the New Jersey’s Children’s System of 

Care (CSOC). The Licensed clinician employee diagnoses, plans and carries out clinical treatment of referral(s) 

working with the county case/care manager in services. On some referrals, the Licensed clinician will create a 

proposed plan outlining the skills for the work of a Behavioral Assistant (BA) with youth. The plan is called a 

BAISP, Behavioral Assistant Individual Service Plan. Although the BA is working under the BAISP of licensed 

clinician, the BA still needs to converse with JIS for consultation, administration, and supervision. Behavioral 

Assistants work under the necessary direction of a licensed clinician within JIS, sometimes under the clinical 

work of a clinician outside of this agency. The BA’s primary role is developing social and coping skills with the 

referral. Another component of the team may be a youth mentor or parent mentor. The mentor’s plan is 

developed with the case/care manager and supervisor. The youth mentor’s primary role is increasing 

recreational, social, academic, and vocational outlets. The parent mentor’s primary role is increasing 

organizational, community and social supports. Candidate defined as inclusive term of Employee, unless 

otherwise specified. 
 

_______ 
Initials 

I understand my role as an Employee 

 

2. SUPPORTIVE GOALS. Candidates agree to providing services in the youth’s home and/or community 

through CSOC. The purpose of these interventions is to strengthen the family, to assist family stability and to 

preserve the family unit in the community setting. These services aim in stabilizing the child/youth's behavior(s) 

that led to the crisis, preventing/reducing the need for inpatient hospitalization, preventing the movement of the 

child/youth's residence, and preventing the need for out-of-home living arrangements as defined by CSOC. 

Goals of program are: (1) stabilize situation, (2) gather information and (3) link to resources in the community.  

The employee’s responsibility is to build rapport and having multiple conversations with the child and family. 

For many children and families our involvement may be the first time they have had counseling and support 

services.  

Candidates should arrange to have an adult in the home when providing services always. Establishing 

and maintaining a safe work environment is of great importance to JIS and our clients, with special attention to 

neighborhood safety and safety in client homes. Safety is a shared responsibility of everyone. If the employee 

does not feel “safe” in the home of the referral, at any given time, the employee can respectfully leave the 
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premises- when offsite contact management. When necessary, employees may need to contact local resources of 

fire, first aid and/or police support. Employees will need to know the exact home address to tell authorities. It is 

advised to only bring in your cell phone and necessary items to the home, other items should be in a secure 

location/trunk of your vehicle. Each employee will receive a JIS identification card on a lanyard. It is not 

necessary to wear the ID into each of the homes the employee is working with but should be in your belongings 

or your vehicle. Employees will provide a professional digital photo for the ID. 

All incidents and accidents should be reported immediately to management. This Section does not 

include all your duties but is only a general overview of your duties. Your duties can vary and be changed 

throughout the course of your employment. It is understood; however, that you will always use your best efforts 

and training to work towards the goals of CSOC. 
 

_______ I understand the program and goals of the Program 

 

3. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER: In order to provide equal employment and 

advancement opportunities to all individuals, employment decisions, including hiring of employees, at JIS will 

be based on merit, qualifications, and abilities. JIS does not discriminate in employment opportunities or 

practices on the basis of race, creed, color, sex, age, national origin, ancestry, nationality, marital status, sexual 

orientation, handicap, atypical hereditary, cellular or blood trait or because of liability for service in the armed 

forces or status as a disabled or Vietnam era veteran. This policy governs all aspects of employment, including 

selection, job assignment, compensation, discipline, termination, and access to benefits and training. Any 

employee with questions or concerns about any type of discrimination in the workplace is required to bring 

these issues to the attention of management.  Employees can raise concerns and make reports without fear of 

reprisal. Anyone found to be engaging in any type of unlawful discrimination, will be subject to disciplinary 

action up to and including termination of employment. 
 

_______ I understand the Equal Employment Opportunity Employer policy statement 

 

4. BACKGROUND CHECK. JIS conducts criminal background checks on all candidates who will have direct 

child and/or family contact. Applicants will be asked for a waiver of privacy permitting JIS to investigate 

whether he or she has ever been convicted of a criminal offense. All candidates must disclose any conviction 

occurring before or during their association with JIS. The report ordered is defined by the Fair Credit Reporting 

Act (FCRA) as a Consumer Report, and all inquiries are limited to information that affects job performance and 

the workplace. It is conducted in accordance with the applicable federal and state laws including the FCRA. A 

Consumer Report is a compilation of information that might affect your employability. The scope of the report 

may include information concerning your driving record, civil and criminal court records, credit drug screening 

results, worker's compensation record, education, credentials, identity, past addresses, social security number, 

previous employment, personal references, and other states/countries. 

 

Before signing, review this statement: I have carefully read and understand this Employee Disclosure, 

Authorization & Consent for the Procurement of Consumer Reports under Background Check. By my signature, 

I authorize law enforcement agencies, learning institutions, information services bureaus, credit bureaus, 

record/data repositories, courts, motor vehicle record agencies, my past or present employers, requested by this 

consumer reporting agency. I certify the information I provided on this document is true and correct. I 

understand I may receive a free copy of any Consumer Report. Any new arrests must be reported immediately. 

Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action, including possible dismissal. Screening fees paid by JIS*.  
 

__________________________ 
Full signature 

__________________________ 
Print Full Name 

 

I consent to a Consumer Report background check from JIS to begin 

employment. This consent also includes annual and as needed screenings. 
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5. DRIVER’s HISTORY CHECK. JIS conducts driver history checks on all candidates, regardless of 

whether they will transport any individual referred to JIS. Candidates must receive approval from JIS to 

transport an individual in their vehicle. If you have not received written approval, then a candidate should 

assume they do not have approval. JIS suggests each employee assess their own driving history and such 

before taking clients in their car. The transportation of clients is not a requirement, and in the majority of 

cases not necessary. Candidates must present and maintain a valid current driver’s license and a driving 

record in good standing, acceptable to management. Candidates understand that part of their job is to 

maintain their own drivers’ insurance, drivers’ record, vehicle and will not be reimbursed for mileage or 

accidents in JIS work. Employees will not be reimbursed for travel time. Candidates will allow JIS to obtain 

a Motor Vehicle abstract annually or as needed. Any changes in driving record violations resulting in points 

must be reported immediately. Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action, including possible 

dismissal. Screening fees paid by JIS*.  
 

_______ I consent to Drivers History Checks (prescreening, annually or as needed) 

 

6. REFERRALS. JIS hereby acknowledges that clients are contingent on referrals from community sources. 

There is no guarantee of client work or continuous work. Often new referrals are based on community 

reputation, expertise, and case/care manager relationships. JIS will work diligently to assist candidates in 

acquiring new referrals on the state and county levels. It is important to maintain a team approach, maintain  

contact with case/care managers discussing content progress and changing needs. Candidates agree to initiate 

contact with client’s families within 24 hours of when referral is accepted and schedule the first meeting, a hello 

text is preferred within the hour of receipt of the referral. Employees are strongly encouraged to monitor the 

dates of the authorizations as well as the remaining units. Employees can send reminder emails each Monday of 

their openings and territories to be staffed.  

Employees may choose referrals based on client location, diagnosis, and workload. Candidates can 

choose to end this working agreement at any time unless bound to an authorization with a state or county 

agency attached to current client. Notice of termination of this agreement should be made in writing. Candidates 

must give three weeks notice for closing services with a current open case, a professional courtesy to the client, 

JIS and the referring agency.  

Once a Licensed clinician has met with the child and the family, a clinician can assess whether the child 

and family would benefit from additional support services. Clinicians can recommend to a care manager from 

the Care Management Organization (CMO) to also include a youth mentor, parent mentor, BA and/or an ARC 

parent education specialist.  
 

_______ I understand the procedures for Referrals and Building Reputation in the Community 

 

7. RATE. JIS hereby agrees to pay for visits: 

 

STAFFING RATES 

a. Mentors for every 15 minutes $5 / 1 hour $20 

 - High School diploma and/or Associate’s degree 

- called meetings  

 

b. Behavioral Assistants for every 15 minutes $6.25 / 1 hour $25 

 - minimum Bachelors degree 

- known as BA in NJ CSOC 

- called meetings 
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c. Primary licensed LSW, LAC, MFT for every 15 minutes $11.25 / 1 hour $45 

 - Licensed Masters level 

 - known as IIC in NJ CSOC 

 - called sessions 

 

d. Fully licensed LCSW, LPC, LMFT, LCADC for every 15 minutes $18.75 / 1 hour $75 

 - Credentialled Licensed level 

- known as IIC in NJ CSOC 

- called sessions 

 

BILLING UNITS. A visit is defined as a session/meeting with an individual child, parent/guardian, family, 

related individuals associated to the identified child. Home, school, or community meetings where the child or 

relative is present can be reimbursed for payment, billable hours. Time is defined in 15 minute increments: 1 

unit is 15 minutes, 2 units are 30 minutes, 3 units are 45 minutes and 4 units are 1 hour, similar to 4 quarters in a 

dollar. A meeting time can be 4:44-5:44pm with 4 units/1 hour. Time cannot be almost 2 units as in 5:00 to 

5:25, this submit is 1 unit.  

All visits with a child and/or family require a guardian or representative to sign the Service Delivery 

Encounter Documentation Form, aka SDF or Signature page. When in the community, a youth ages 14 and 

older can sign the form. The form has a start time and finish time. Employees are paid in 15-minute increments, 

for example 1:00-1:15pm (1 unit) and 1:20-1:50pm (2 units). The times should be truthful and correct. Any 

variation of the truth is punishable by the State of New Jersey and is considered Medical/Medicaid Fraud. 

Medical Fraud in New Jersey is a felony and can hold up to ten years of prison, including the loss of the 

professional license or prevention of a license. Billing fraud results in disciplinary action including dismissal by 

JIS and other state/county programs. Medical fraud is punishable by law and employees can risk their 

employment, licensure, court fines, felony or imprisonment for modifying or altering the real times in the 

session/meeting.  

 

Before signing review this statement: I have carefully read and understand the terms of Medical Fraud. By my 

signature, I understand the terms of Medical Fraud and the punishments as explained in the above paragraph.   
 

__________________________ 
Full signature 

__________________________ 
Print Full Name 

 

I have carefully read and understand the terms of Medical Fraud 

 

TELEHEALTH. As of March 2020, telehealth sessions/meetings are approved for reimbursement of 

communications by video and phone conversations. Employees should strive for private, confidential meetings 

to support Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) privacy laws of personal, 

sensitive information and material. Billable time is face-to-face, phone and video meetings.  
 

_______ I agree to the Rate Agreement 

 

DIRECT DEPOSIT PAYCHECKS. All employees will receive an email of a new account set up for direct 

deposit of paychecks through ADP. Employees will create a username and password so they can make 

changes/update like marital status, dependents. ADP portal is login.adp.com for employees for website and 

phone access. Paychecks are processed three weeks on the following Tuesday. If the normal payday falls on a 

company-recognized holiday, paychecks will be distributed as per the contracted, payroll company’s schedule.  
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TIME SHEET WEEKLY. An employee will submit a weekly Time Sheet (TS) with billing information, 

signature form of parent and clinical notes (LPC, LCSW, LMFT, LAC, LSW, and MFT) and meeting notes 

(BAs and Mentors) submitted by each Monday before 5pm to be reimbursed for payment. For easy review of 

TSs by HR, employees will submit their TSs as a .doc with their name, week # and year, for example, 

Alexander TS #4 2021.doc. This label will also be placed on the subject line of the email.  

Time sheets are numbered by the day submit not the week number, for example- first week is #1, second 

week is #2, third week if you are on vacation, then fourth week is #3. If an employee submits every week, the 

employee will have 52 TSs for 52 weeks in a year. If the employee goes on vacation for 2 weeks in the year, 

there will be 50 TSs. If an employee holds their TS for more than 4 weeks, they do not submit TS #1, #2, #3 and 

#4. The TS number corresponds with the Monday submit date. In this example, the employee would submit TS 

#1 as their Time Sheet.  

 

Employees are expected to submit weekly, unless otherwise arranged with HR. The employee that does not 

submit weekly will receive first verbal warnings. Failure to submit weekly will delay an employee’s paycheck. 

Under some circumstances if an authorization has ended and JIS did not bill for services, the state/county may 

not reimburse for services. If the state/county deny payment on a closed authorization and there was time lapsed 

because an employee did not submit their TS weekly, in fact more than 3 weeks of non-submit, an employee 

may not be paid. Employees submitting time sheets late on 3 occasion will be subject to disciplinary action up 

to and including termination. Three (3) written warnings (within a 12 month period) will result in termination of 

employment. 
 

_______ I agree to submit Time Sheets weekly 

 

8. BENEFITS. Candidates hereby acknowledge and agree that payment as stated herein shall be on a per 

meeting basis only and that JIS shall not provide any payment for overtime, overall sick days, vacation, and 

personal days. Employee and Employer will pay into unemployment compensation, local/state taxes, social 

security, FMLA, Medicare, and workers’ compensation.  

This position is for a healthcare worker, per diem. A healthcare worker, per diem works only when the 

employee indicates that the employee is available to work and has no obligation to work when the employee 

does not indicate availability. Employee agrees to said responsibility of a client when agreed upon within a 

certain authorization. If Employee cannot continue the agreed upon time with an authorization due to sick leave 

or any other leave, Employee will notify JIS to find a replacement to meet the needs of the client. As of this 

date, New Jersey state regulations as written that Employers will provide paid earned sick leave for every thirty 

hours, one hour of sick time. Employee is required to request in advance seven days’ notice for their earned sick 

time use. The maximum hours available are forty hours in a calendar year. Earned sick time is for Employee 

time needed for diagnosis, care, or treatment of, or recovery from, an employee’s mental or physical illness, 

injury or other adverse health condition, or for preventive medical care for the employee; time needed for the 

employee to aid or care for a family member of the employee during diagnosis, care, or treatment of, or 

recovery from, the family member’s mental or physical illness, injury or other adverse health condition, or 

during preventive medical care for the family member; absence necessary due to circumstances resulting from 

the employee, or a family member of the employee, being a victim of domestic or sexual violence; time during 

which the employee is not able to work because of a closure of the employee’s workplace, or the school or 

place of care of a child of the employee, by order of a public official due to an epidemic or other public health 

emergency; time needed by the employee in connection with a child of the employee to attend a school-related 

conference, meeting, function or other event requested or required by a school administrator, teacher, or other 

professional staff member responsible for the child’s education, or to attend a meeting regarding care provided 

to the child in connection with the child’s health conditions or disability. 
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COVID HEALTH. Employee health, safety and wellness is a top priority at Jersey Innovative Services. 

Employees feeling or reporting symptoms of COVID should not attend work, i.e., fever, chills, pressure in 

chest, loss of smell, etc. as explained on the CDC https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-

testing/symptoms.html. Many locations offer FREE COVID testing. Employees can contact supervision if they 

need to locate a site. Employee expectation is to wash their hands before arriving at work and between visits 

with families/homes. Staff should be mindful of bringing in supplies or toys from one home to the next. 

Household sanitizer and sprays can be used to disinfect equipment. Staff should be careful with sharing food or 

supplies at a family’s residence, preparing for bathroom breaks outside of homes and employees bringing their 

own water/treats can also reduce cross contamination. Where available, staff can utilize a back porch, front 

patio or lawn- gaining physical space of social distancing can increase safety. NJ state guidelines allow for 

telehealth reimbursement for our services. Staff can opt to work remotely to conduct services and suggest 

hybrid (video/in person meetings). All staff should quarantine for 2 weeks if testing positive or in contact with 

someone positive. Employees should notify JIS supervisors, case/care managers, and families of exposure. 

Families are encouraged to do the same in notifications.  

 JIS can provide protective masks to all staff- contact HR for reimbursement or funding for supplies 

annually. Supplies should be washable and reusable.  

 

EMPLOYEE REFERRAL BONUS. Any current employee referring a colleague to JIS for employment will 

receive a $50 bonus. New employee must begin employment at JIS to dispense bonus.  

 

FULL TIME EMPLOYEE HEALTH INSURANCE. Starting September 1, 2021, JIS shall provide access to 

health insurance policies for full time employees. A full time employee is an employee that works 25 hours a 

week. An employee is considered full time after working 12 weeks as a full time employee. The company is 

developing a reasonable, individual health insurance policy of medical, mental health, dental and vision for full 

time employees. Contact Human Resources for an update on an employment policy.  

 

WEEKLY BONUS. Starting September 1, 2021, in a 7 day work week preferably Monday morning to the 

following Monday, example Monday, June 12th 9:00am to Monday, June 19th 8:59am. All employees are 

eligible, including full time or part time employees working 25 hours in one week will receive a weekly bonus. 

Employees will indicate on their paycheck their acknowledgement that a 25 hour work week was achieved. JIS 

reserves the right to change the terms of the bonus program at any time. 
 

_______ I understand the policies regarding Employee Benefits 

 

9. CREDENTIALS/TRAINING. Employees, excluding mentors will receive access to an electronic client file 

called CYBER. Employees can access the child’s record at the website under PerformCareNJ 

https://apps.performcarenj.org/cyber/production/login.aspx. The employee’s username, CYBER ID will be 

given from JIS of JISfirstinitialFULLlastname, ex. JISahamilton for Alexander Hamilton. Employees will 

request the temporary password to begin access. HR will perform a 30 minute training to log in, post visit notes, 

and reviewing child authorization dates. Licensed clinicians will also prepare and post the IIC treatment plan 

and BAISP on the CYBER website.  

 

BA CERTIFICATION. The Behavioral Assistant position includes a BA certification from New Jersey, 

registration link https://ubhcwebexternal.ubhc.rutgers.edu/BA/BAUserDemo.aspx?UserID=. Mentors are 

strongly encouraged also to attend the trainings. JIS will reimburse for lunches when all 7 trainings are 

completed, value of $70. Practicum students and Interns can log hours at JIS/state trainings in the university 

semester. The 7 trainings are Orientation, Cultural Competence, Developmental Tasks of Childhood and 

Adolescence, DSM 5, NJ Wraparound, Safety Issues Working in the Community and Positive Behavior Support 

to youth with I/DD challenges. After completing the 7 trainings, there is a supervisor evaluation of support 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://apps.performcarenj.org/cyber/production/login.aspx
https://ubhcwebexternal.ubhc.rutgers.edu/BA/BAUserDemo.aspx?UserID=
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services and a few question assessment. BA credentialing is necessary to be maintained annually. Employee 

should contact JIS if unable to become BA certified in first 6 months of first meeting with the first client.  If not 

completed within 6 months, Employee is on employment supervision and Employer will need to meet with 

Employee to discuss needs, options, and alternatives. 

All Employees are offered FREE ongoing trainings from NJ CSOC. JIS encourages all staff to attend the 

Orientation training from Rutgers University even if staff are trained by JIS staff. All staff are invited to attend 

multiple free training programs. Licensed level staff can earn free CEUs. The trainings are available on this site 

www.nj.gov/dcf/providers/csc/training. This registration site allows registrants to create an account https://ce-

catalog.rutgers.edu/checkOutAccountInfo.cfm?newAcct=1 for new users. Link your new user account to JIS 

and create new username as JISfirstinitialFULLlastname, ex. JISahamilton.  

 

All newly licensed therapists or one’s working towards full licensure need to be under the direction of a clinical 

supervisor approved by New Jersey state licensure boards. If receiving supervision from an outside agency or 

outside supervisor, candidates must submit a written letter from the supervisor stating that supervision is being 

maintained and documented by a representative outside of JIS. Where possible, candidates can provide a copy 

of the official application sent to the board with your designated supervisor would be appreciated to also email 

HR. All candidates will provide a resume with two verifiable letter recommendations with the person’s name, 

address, email, and phone number.  
 

_______ I understand the rules on Credentialing and Training 

 

10. CODE OF ETHICS. In the course of performing services, all candidates recognize that they may come in 

contact or become familiar with information which JIS may consider confidential. Candidates agree to keep all 

such information confidential and not to discuss or divulge it to anyone other than the appropriate JIS personnel. 

Candidates hereby commit to promote the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 

regulation and acknowledge. Candidates further acknowledge and agree that any and all clients, client matters, 

and office procedures relating to identified clients is strictly confidential. Privacy Practices: Jersey Innovative 

Services follows HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) maintaining privacy in your 

health information. Following Federal, 42 CFR Part 2, State and HIPAA regulations protecting personal health 

information and asking for permission to release information on the identified client and family. Limits to 

Privacy: Federal law authorizes disclosure of information when there is: harm to self, harm to another or harm 

from someone. In most cases before contacting authorities or NJ ABUSE (1-877-652-2873), Employees will 

contact JIS immediately to discuss step-by-step procedures and assistance.  In emergency situations, Employees 

should contact the authorities first.  

 Employees may be asked to discuss confidential client information to Department of Child Protection 

and Permanency (DCPP), schools, community doctors, new therapists, judges, lawyers, etc. All staff need to 

maintain confidentiality and ask permission in writing from the guardian/parents. If DCPP has custody of a 

child, DCPP case manager must sign a form to release records. Any clarification needed, an employee should 

contact a supervisor. LAC, LSW, CADC, and MFT need to notify families that they are working under the 

supervision of a licensed clinician. Practicum/Interns also need to notify families that they are working under a 

site supervisor and university when working as a counseling intern. Students will need to fill out a separate 

release when requesting to audio/videotape sessions.  

 BAs and mentors are encouraged to attend a monthly online check-in with a supervisor and colleagues 

for a one-group meetings. In some situations, other supervision may be in place. Monthly check-ins are 

educational and supportive. Missing check-in will be reviewed on a case by case basis by JIS supervision. 

Attendance will be taken. Licensed level staff may attend meetings. Practicum, Interns, and licensed clinicians 

are encouraged to attend also. 
 

_______ I will practice to Maintain Confidentiality and HIPAA Privacy Laws  
 

http://www.nj.gov/dcf/providers/csc/training
https://ce-catalog.rutgers.edu/checkOutAccountInfo.cfm?newAcct=1
https://ce-catalog.rutgers.edu/checkOutAccountInfo.cfm?newAcct=1
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11. COMPETENT WORK. All work will be done in a professional manner in accordance with high standards 

and ethical guidelines. All services are subject to final approval by the respective of JIS prior to payment. 

Employees agree to participate in phone calls to case/care managers and meeting notes as part of non-billable 

administrative paperwork responsibilities. Some case/care managers reach out to the team weekly.  

 Employees can schedule meetings with families that fit the employee’s schedule and around the child’s 

school schedule. Employees can workday, afternoon, evening, and weekend hours. If a family schedule does not 

match the staff schedule, staff should contact supervision as soon as possible for restaff. Staff should make 

every attempt to stay on a weekly regular schedule. Some families/staff cannot offer a regular schedule. 

Employees should have this discussion with families on the onset of services. Supervisors can help with 

language to families on scheduling.  

Boundaries are important rule setting and etiquette around working with children and families. Staff can 

choose to privatize their cell phone number (FREE google voice), discuss with family’s rules around leaving 

messages and texting messages. As well, staff can choose what information to discuss with family’s regarding 

private information outside of our services.  
 

_______ I will provide competent work with High Standards  

 

12. DOCUMENTATION. Employees will prepare and maintain all necessary documentation for youth on a 

weekly basis from services. Employees agree to submit accurate documentation of client notes, service delivery 

forms (SDF) and times sheets each Monday by 5pm. In some circumstances, some employees made previous 

arrangements to submit on a different weekly day. Payment of Time Sheets occur three weeks after Monday 

submit on Tuesdays. Employees will submit a voided check or submit their routing/account number for the 

payroll portal. Child files include JIS agreement of services, JIS release of information, and case notes (paper 

and CYBER online). Weekly case notes on a child file contains ALL DATES of services, example: first session 

to last session. A “week” note is not acceptable, the entire notes files is expected as correct for the submit.  

All child files belong to JIS. Staff do not need to keep a copy on their computer hard drive or hardcopy. 

A closed child file should be emailed to HR. A file should include- release, all pages of clinical notes and all 

sdfs in one files pdf/scan with child’s first initial, last name_close date_employee name, example: 

JKing_5.12.2021_StaceyJohnson.pdf file. In cases of popular names like Johnson and Rodriguez OR siblings 

with same initials file should be child’s full name, last name_close date_employee name. Employees who 

consistently do not prepare closing files will receive a warning.  

 

Licensed clinicians will complete the IIC treatment plan and BAISP outside of the session but can discuss in 

session treatment planning and goals. No employee will complete any clinical notes or meeting notes at the 

family’s home during a visit.  
 

_______ I will maintain Documentation, Client Records and Community Relations  

 

13. DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE. The use, manufacture, purchase, sale, offer for sale, distribution or 

possession of any illegal drugs or controlled substances on JIS premises or client property or vehicle is 

prohibited. JIS may perform drug testing on pre-employment and situations of reasonable suspicion. Reporting 

to work or working while under the influence of alcohol is also prohibited. Violation of this policy may lead to 

disciplinary action up to and including termination. Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action, including  

possible dismissal including refusal to participate in a screening process or any attempts to alter, falsify, or 

intentionally contaminate a drug test.  
 

_______ I will adhere to the Drug-Free Workplace policy 

 

14. ARBITRATION:  In the interest of fairly and quickly resolving employment-related disagreements, there is 

a benefit for everyone involved to using alternative dispute resolutions to resolve disputes and complaints.  
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Therefore, JIS had incorporated an Arbitration agreement into this Employment Handbook.  Your acceptance of 

this Arbitration agreement is acknowledged by your signature on this Handbook and by checking the 

appropriate line after this section. Your signature on this Handbook verifies that you have expressly agreed to 

arbitrate, with American Arbitration Association in New Jersey, any controversy or claim arising out of or 

involving your employment, and/or termination of your employment, with JIS. Arbitration would mean that any 

and all claims and agreements would be submitted to a neutral third-party for resolution. Resolution would be 

final and both the employee and JIS would be bound by the arbitrator’s decision.  If the employee or JIS do not 

abide by the arbitrator’s decision, either party may go to court to enforce the arbitrator’s decision; however, 

arbitration must be used before going to court. This Agreement by you to submit all complaints and 

controversies to the American Arbitration Association applies to all claims involving your employment, and/or 

termination of employment, and includes, but is not limited to, all claims obligations, promises, covenants, 

controversies, grievances, claims, suits, actions or causes of action of any nature whatsoever, related to or 

arising out of any aspect of plaintiff’s employment with and/or termination from employment with JIS. This 

arbitration provision also would apply to claims arising under any federal, state or local statute, including, but 

not limited to, the New Jersey Law Against Discrimination, the New Jersey Conscientious Employee Protection 

Act, as well the federal Age Discrimination in Employment Act and Title VII. By agreeing to this provision 

relating to arbitration, you are expressly waiving your right to a jury trial, as well as waiving all statutory 

remedies, and are agreeing to have the dispute resolved by an arbitrator.  Of course, JIS hopes that there will be 

no disputes or grievances that cannot be resolved before Arbitration. 
 

_______ I understand the Arbitration Agreement 

 

15. CONFIDENTIALITY: The Employee acknowledges and agrees that his/her position will afford him/her a 

unique opportunity to acquire confidential information concerning JIS and clients and that the misappropriation 

or disclosure of such confidential information would cause irreparable harm to JIS and/or clients. The Employee 

agrees that at no time during or after employment with the JIS will he/she directly or indirectly, divulge to 

anyone, use or otherwise appropriate any of the Confidential Information for any reason or purpose whatsoever 

except to authorized representatives of JIS or when, in the good faith belief that such disclosure is necessary or 

desirable in the normal course of the business. Upon any termination of employment under this Agreement, the 

Employee shall surrender to JIS all documents and materials in his possession, custody or control embodying 

the Confidential Information and that belong to JIS or were prepared as part of his/her employment with JIS.   

 

All employees will use a personal email when corresponding regarding clients and JIS work. If a JIS employee 

works in another job or attends university, the employee should never correspond to JIS with client data or other 

confidential information.  

 

As of March 2020, the NJ CSOC has allowed telehealth communication with clients and their families. 

Employees should strive to provide a confidential telehealth platform and ways to protect confidential personal 

data, like Doxy.me both free and conforms to HIPAA regulations. Other platforms are allowed if at the family’s 

request.  
 

_______ I will adhere to the Confidentiality policy 

 

16. GOVERNING LAW:  This Agreement shall be governed by and construed and enforced according to the 

laws of the State of New Jersey, excluding laws relating to conflicts of law. 

 

17. ENFORCEABILITY OF PROVISIONS.  If any one or more of the provisions of this Handbook shall be 

determined to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable in any respect for any reason, the validity, legality, and 
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enforceability of any such provision in every other respect and the remaining provisions of this Handbook shall 

not in any way be impaired. 

 

18. ENTIRE HANDBOOK. This Handbook contains the entire Handbook between the Parties hereto with 

respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior and contemporaneous Agreements and 

understandings, oral or written, with respect to the subject matter hereof.     

 

19. HEADINGS. The headings of the paragraphs contained in this Handbook are for reference purposes only 

and shall not in any way affect the meaning or interpretation of any provision of this Handbook. 

 

20. WAIVER OF BREACH. The waiver of either party of a breach of any provision of the Agreement shall not 

operate or be construed as a waiver of any subsequent breach by the other party. 
 

Employee hereby agree that any amendments, additions, and modifications to this Handbook shall be in writing 

and acknowledged.  

 

I certify that my answers are true and complete with no misleading information to the best of my knowledge. If 

this application leads to employment, I understand that false or misleading information in my application, 

interview or Agreement may result in my termination, including repayment of background checks*, driving 

record checks*, forfeit of wages, possible fees, payments, drug testing and legal reimbursements. Each party 

shall hold harmless, and indemnify the other Party and its directors, employees, contractors against any and all 

loss, liability, damage, or expense, including any direct, indirect or consequential loss, liability, damage, or 

expense but not including attorney’s fees unless awarded by a court of competent jurisdiction, for injury or 

death to persons. My signature on this Handbook, and nothing in this Handbook, changes the at-will nature of 

my employment with JIS.  
 

 
 

Employee Signature 

 
 

Printed Name                                                                                 Date 

 


